A mathematical model of real-world object shape predicts human perceptual judgments
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Explicit task: Shape arrangement

Implicit task: Visual Search

What are the major dimensions of this feature space?

Can this model predict overall shape similarity?
How does it compare to Alexnet?

Can this model predict visual search reaction times?
How does it compare to Alexnet?
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Approach: ~7k objects, Extract CS features, PCA
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Predictive modeling approach
with 9-fold validation procedure.
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Alexnet layers: first 4 PCs
extracted following PCA and
used as predictive variables.
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What about more complex behavioral measures?
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Predictive modeling approach
with 9-fold validation procedure.
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Relatively low-dimensional space required
to parameterize inanimate objects
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Alexnet layers: first 4 PCs
extracted following PCA and
used as predictive variables.
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example search array

log-transformed RTs were submitted to mixed-effect modeling to remove subject variability
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Normalized Contour Curvature model
Input a picture, output a curvature histogram

Cohen et al. (2016)
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goal: to develop a simple but quantitative model of shape
that works on real-world images

Kriegeskorte and Mur (2012)
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shape similarity affects behavior and underlies neural
responses in the occipitotemporal cortex
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Task: Detect target and report where you saw it (n=1788)
Critical measure: time. Stimuli: All pairs of a 72-object dataset tested in large-scale
Mechanical Turk experiment.
Output: 72 x 72 matrix of RTs

Task: arrange objects based on overall shape similarity (n = 20)
Critical measure: distance. Stimuli: 72 inanimate objects.
Output: 72 x 72 dissimilarity values
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Explicit shape arrangement is predicted to some degree by
both Ncc and Alexnet.

Neither model does well at predicting implicit visual search.

Later layers of Alexnet perform best.

Explicit and implicit tasks seem to be driven by different
shape representations.

Conclusion
• A simple model of Contour Curvature predicts curvature judgments well and overall shape similarity moderately well.
• Suggests a relatively low-dimensional shape space can be used to parameterize the shape of things.
• Visual Search and Shape arrangement evoke different kinds of shape representation.
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